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Protectors Oct 24 2021 A Normal Life was Never Their Destiny Protectors is a compilation of three novellas
telling the personal stories of characters in the Unbounded series. While these novellas are not necessary to
understanding the rest of the series, the stories are not told in the other books, and they give depth and insight to
the characters, especially Ava, Chris, and Stella. These books are not from Erin Radkey’s point-of-view, and she
only appears briefly in this book. If you prefer to follow only Erin’s story, feel free to skip to The Escape, Book 4
in the Unbounded series. This book contains: Ava’s Revenge Ava O’Hare just wanted to love her child and live in
peace, but a normal life was never her destiny. One stark day in 1745, everything she loved was taken from her,
ripped away by the very man who should have protected her. Somehow, miraculously, Ava survived. Now it was
time for revenge. Long before Ava O’Hare became the successful leader of a modern-day Renegade cell, she had
other battles to fight. If you’ve enjoyed the Unbounded series, you will love this extra peek into the events that
shaped Ava’s life and made her a Guardian of Humanity. Please note: Most of Ava’s Revenge takes place
hundreds of years in the past. However, the last scene is present day and fits into the Unbounded timeline just
after the end of The Change (Unbounded Book 1). You can read and enjoy any time after that first book. Mortal
Brother Pilot Chris Radkey’s only job in the Mexican jungle is to look after the plane while his Unbounded
siblings retrieve a desperately needed cure. It was supposed to be easy. Much easier than seeing his wife murdered
by an Emporium hit team, leaving behind two motherless children. Chris soon finds himself using every ounce of
his Renegade training in a desperate struggle to secure dangerous Emporium captives and to save the life of a
friend. His “easy” job has become a nightmare, one he may not survive. But a woman he cares about needs him,
and he won’t allow anything to stand in his way. Please note: The events in Mortal Brother take place in the
Unbounded timeline simultaneously with The Cure (Unbounded Book 2) and extends several days past that novel.
It should be read after The Cure. Set Ablaze In and out. Do the job. Renegade Blaze Vincent has survived years
with this motto. Barely. Plucked from death’s door and revived repeatedly with curequick, he’s developed an
addiction that threatens to destroy everything he’s worked for. Now the Emporium is buying fields around a tiny
Portuguese town, and mortals—Blaze’s countrymen—are dying. Blaze and his partner, Kenna Murray, are
determined to unravel their enemies’ intentions before the entire town is lost. But things tend to explode when
Blaze is around. Literally. And to save his people, he must be willing to take yet one more step over the edge.
Please note: This novella gives a glimpse into Renegade Ritter Langton’s whereabouts when he disappears for
two months between The Change (Unbounded Book 1) and The Cure (Unbounded Book 2). However, this story
isn’t about him, but about someone very close to him. If you’ve enjoyed the Unbounded series, you will love this
extra peek into Ritter’s family. Set Ablaze can be enjoyed at any time after reading the first two books. Praise for
the UNBOUNDED series: "Enough paranoid twists and turns to keep the reader turning pages . . . the author has
clearly thought through the nuances of the story's theme and engineered a few surprising plot twists that elevate it
. . . above the level of the average thriller." -Publishers Weekly “Excellent and well written!” “I recommend
reading the entire series” “Thoroughly enjoyable” “High action and adventure” “Teyla Branton belongs right
alongside Patricia Briggs, Kim Harrison, Jennifer Estep, and Kelly Armstrong.” Unbounded Series 1. The Change

2. The Cure 3. Protectors (which contains Ava's Revenge, Mortal Brother, and Set Ablaze) 4. The Escape 5. The
Reckoning 6. Lethal Engagement 7. The Takeover 8. The Avowed More coming in 2022!
Lethal Engagement May 31 2022 Guard, Protect, and Above All, Stay Alive Two months after the announcement
that rocked the entire world, Mari Jorgenson is going undercover to protect the man who has become the face of
the Unbounded. What’s not to like? Expensive clothes, a great disguise, a chance to play with knives—and all with
a Renegade partner she might just be falling for. Mari can’t think of a better assignment for practicing her shifting
ability. But when everything goes horribly wrong on the first day, it will take everything she has—and more—if she
and her friends are to keep humanity’s best hope for peace alive long enough to unite the world. Along the way,
Mari glimpses within herself a darkness that threatens to turn her into the very evil she is fighting. Join Mari,
Keene, Jace, Cort, and other Renegades from the main Unbounded series as Mari shifts through an adventure that
will ultimately set the stage for the greatest and final battle with the Emporium. Praise for the UNBOUNDED
series: "Enough paranoid twists and turns to keep the reader turning pages . . . the author has clearly thought
through the nuances of the story's theme and engineered a few surprising plot twists that elevate it . . . above the
level of the average thriller." -Publishers Weekly “Excellent and well written!” “I recommend reading the entire
series” “Thoroughly enjoyable” “High action and adventure” “Teyla Branton belongs right alongside Patricia
Briggs, Kim Harrison, Jennifer Estep, and Kelly Armstrong.” Unbounded Series 1. The Change 2. The Cure 3.
Protectors (which contains Ava's Revenge, Mortal Brother, and Set Ablaze) 4. The Escape 5. The Reckoning 6.
Lethal Engagement 7. The Takeover 8. The Avowed More coming in 2022!
Sex Position Sequences Jun 27 2019 HOT. HOTTER. EXPLOSIVE! Not all sex positions are equal. Some are
great for increasing arousal but not a good way to finish. Others are difficult to perform but offer a sensation like
nothing else. Classics like missionary, doggy and cowgirl are great for achieving an orgasm but can become
boring if that’s all you do night after night. How can you experience the best elements of each and every sex
position? Don’t do just one — do a whole sequence! This book’s revolutionary approach to sex guides you positionby-position from arousal to building excitement to orgasmic finish like nothing you have ever experienced before.
Sex Position Sequences shows how to master 60 different positions and transition from one position to the next so
the mood only gets hotter and hotter right up to the heart-pounding climax.
The Escape Jul 01 2022 Renegade Unbounded are the last line of defense between the ruthless Emporium and
unsuspecting humanity, but how long can they continue the struggle alone?
Checked In Jul 29 2019 A check-in at a bed and breakfast almost turns into a checked-out for Autumn Rain.
Autumn Rain hadn’t planned to spend any part of her honeymoon at a bed and breakfast run by her new in-laws,
but when her father-in-law comes under suspicion in a man’s sudden disappearance, she and her homicide
detective husband are pulled into the investigation. As they search for answers, it becomes clear that someone
wanted the missing man out of the picture—and violently so. But who? Suspects begin to line up, but without a
body, Autumn’s special ability to read emotions and scenes printed on certain objects becomes vital in their race
to dig up the truth. She only hopes it’s not the wrong truth because her father-in-law, Holt Martin, has a secret—one
he never wants his son to know. As Autumn races to piece together the puzzle, more innocent lives are put at risk.
She must solve the mystery before someone else goes missing—permanently. A compelling paranormal mystery
thriller for fans of Medium and Ghost Whisperer. What people are saying about the Imprint series: "What a great
book. There is never a dull moment for Ms. Rain . . . The book is wrapped up nicely with a clear way to add to the
series without leaving it on a cliff hanger! I honestly loved this book . . ." -Elisha Nichols "I love the stories of
Autumn Rain they are always filled with excitement and danger. A lot of action goes on and the supernatural
aspect is fantastic or as Autumn Rain says she uses her brain more than others. I loved this one the best and have
been waiting for it for awhile now. Teyla Branton has done a fantastic job in keeping one enthralled on each
page." - A. Brown "Another compelling installation of of the imprints series! All of Ms. Branton's books are
mesmerizing, engaging, and captivating to the point of keeping you up well into the night. But her Autumn Rain
series is absolutely one of my favorites of all time. She masterfully twines Intriguing plot twists, luscious
characters, and compelling story lines all together in a "magically" delightful, and thrilling read! Very highly
recommended!!!" -D. Dewey "I loved this latest Autumn Rain book. Autumn and her family are growing and the
personalities are meshing so well. The mystery was well written and had me guessing almost right up to the end.
Fast paced and exciting right to the end with a merry-go-round of emotions and an insight to maybe a new gift?

Can’t wait to read the next adventure!" -Holly "This one draws you in right from the start . . . All of our favorite
characters are back Autumn, Shannon, Tawnia, Jake, Cody, Paige, Eli, Matthew, and more. I loved seeing
Shannon's parents make an appearance and getting to know them a bit. I can't help but love watching Shannon and
Autumn grow ever closer as they solve the mysteries and finally see their long awaited wedding. Of course Teyla
does a great job wrapping up this fantastic story but also makes you crave more! . . . Immerse yourself in the fast
paced world of Autumn Rain you won't be able to put it down!" -Whitney Foster "I LOVED THE BOOK. The
fire and aftermath had me in tears, both sad tears and happy touched tears when everyone came to help. I love
how Cody is stepping up and becoming a part of Autumn and Tawnia's lives without expecting to be "Dad." The
mystery was perfect as was the minor vandalism mystery . . . I smiled, cried, laughed, got angry, and every other
emotion possible. I can't wait to see what happens on their honeymoon. Loved the little teaser about that too."
-Candy
No Quest for the Wicked Jun 07 2020 A Questing We Will Go Now that the Magic, Spells, and Illusions, Inc.
team has defeated the nefarious Spellworks, the only "competition" in town, Katie Chandler doesn't have much to
do as director of marketing, and she's starting to question her role at MSI. Her boyfriend Owen Palmer, on the
other hand, is in hog heaven, translating an ancient and powerful magical manuscript. But then he finds that the
cryptic text describing the location of an enchanted gem known as the Eye of the Moon has radically changed.
This deadly stone gives its holder enhanced power over others and a craving for more power. It once caused a
terrible war before it was safely hidden and then lost - and now it seems to be in New York and set in an elven
brooch that renders its wearer invulnerable. Whoever has this brooch could take over the world. Katie and Owen
must find it before anyone else does, and they're not the only ones searching. They'll need all the help they can
get, including Katie's visiting grandmother. But who can they trust when their allies fall under its spell? Not to
mention the new enemies who are deadlier than anything they've faced before.
The Change Aug 02 2022 There are only two ways to kill Unbounded, and fire isn't one of them--as law school
dropout Erin Radkey learns the hard way. By fluke of a recessive gene, she has become Unbounded, a nearly
immortal being with paranormal abilities. Erin's Change separates her from her loved ones and alters everything
she believes to be true. A week earlier she was considering a marriage proposal; now she contemplates the best
way to stay alive. Caught in a battle between two Unbounded groups, she is also tracked by Hunters, a secret
mortal society sworn to eradicate all Unbounded. Worse, a new identification software could mean death for all
Unbounded--or enslavement for the entire world. As Erin plunges into this dangerous new life, she must carve out
her own place in the madness, protect her mortal family, and decide which group she should join. Her powerful
attraction to Ritter Langton, whose family was massacred by opposing Unbounded two hundred and forty years
ago, complicates her choices. There are no second chances. Death, life, or love--Unbounded always play for
keeps. Non-stop action, terrifying consequences, and powerful romance make this an exciting addition to the
world of urban fantasy.
I Don't Want to Eat Bugs Nov 24 2021 Bugs are for the birds! Lisbon is hungry and it’s hard to wait for dinner.
When her animal friends try to help her find something tasty to eat, the real the problems begin! Join Lisbon on
her funny misadventures. Each beautiful illustration is designed to inspire the imaginations of children. An
activity page at the end of the book allows for more fun as they search for special items in the illustrations. This
version of I Don't Want to Eat Bugs has been designed specifically for ebook with a fixed layout and larger text
for easy reading. While this is a great read-aloud book for parents, teachers, and other adults to share with
children, we have chosen fonts that are similar to the way children form letters for easy recognition as they begin
to read on their own. The print book is also available in 8.5” x 11” format. Author’s Note: I Don't Want to Eat
Bugs was written for my daughter, who was two when I wrote this story and didn’t like salad, but now she’s four
and a half and loves it—if I give her plenty of salad dressing! (But don’t worry—this isn’t a book about eating salad.)
Of course birds, cats, and dogs have a very different idea of what's good to eat, but through this fun adventure,
Lisbon learns there is also food meant just for her—and it's good, especially compared with all the offerings from
her animal friends. My daughter and I privately call this book the "Ice Cream Story" (she LOVES ice cream so
there had to be ice cream involved), and now whenever something funny happens, she says, "We should write a
new ice cream story about that." And we have! I Don't Want to Eat Bugs is the first book in a planned series
called Lisbon’s Misadventures. I’ve written the next three books in the series, and Tim Petersen is hard at work

creating the illustrations. Tim is obviously a fabulous artist, and I’m excited to be working with him. You can sign
up on my website to learn when the next book comes out (http://teylarachelbranton.com/). Thank you and enjoy!
Ava's Revenge Sep 03 2022 To Seek Revenge, You Must First Manage to Survive Ava O’Hare just wanted to
love her child and live in peace, but a normal life was never her destiny. One stark day in 1745, everything she
loved was taken from her, ripped away by the very man who should have protected her. Somehow, miraculously,
Ava survived. Now it was time for revenge. Long before Ava O’Hare became the successful leader of a modernday Renegade cell, she had other battles to fight. If you’ve enjoyed the Unbounded series, you will love this extra
peek into the events that shaped Ava’s life and made her a Guardian of Humanity. Please note: Ava’s Revenge is
a novella, not a full-length novel. It is separate from the main series and can be enjoyed at any time. However, the
last scene is present day and fits into the Unbounded timeline just after the end of The Change (Unbounded Book
1), so readers may better appreciate Ava’s Revenge after reading the first book. Praise for the UNBOUNDED
series: “Excellent and well written!” “I recommend reading the entire series” “Thoroughly enjoyable” “High action
and adventure” “Teyla Branton belongs right alongside Patricia Briggs, Kim Harrison, Jennifer Estep, and Kelly
Armstrong.” Unbounded Series 1. The Change 2. The Cure 3. Protectors (which contains Ava's Revenge, Mortal
Brother, and Set Ablaze) 4. The Escape 5. The Reckoning 6. Lethal Engagement 7. The Takeover 8. The Avowed
More coming soon!
Protectors Dec 14 2020 A Normal Life was Never Their Destiny Protectors is a compilation of three novellas
telling the personal stories of characters in the Unbounded series. While these novellas are not necessary to
understanding the rest of the series, the stories are not told in the other books, and they give depth and insight to
the characters, especially Ava, Chris, and Stella. These books are not from Erin Radkey's point-of-view, and she
only appears briefly in this book. If you prefer to follow only Erin's story, feel free to skip to The Escape, Book 4
in the Unbounded series. This book contains: Ava's Revenge Ava O'Hare just wanted to love her child and live in
peace, but a normal life was never her destiny. One stark day in 1745, everything she loved was taken from her,
ripped away by the very man who should have protected her. Somehow, miraculously, Ava survived. Now it was
time for revenge. Long before Ava O'Hare became the successful leader of a modern-day Renegade cell, she had
other battles to fight. If you've enjoyed the Unbounded series, you will love this extra peek into the events that
shaped Ava's life and made her a Guardian of Humanity. Please note: Most of Ava's Revenge takes place
hundreds of years in the past. However, the last scene is present day and fits into the Unbounded timeline just
after the end of The Change (Unbounded Book 1). You can read and enjoy any time after that first book. Mortal
Brother Pilot Chris Radkey's only job in the Mexican jungle is to look after the plane while his Unbounded
siblings retrieve a desperately needed cure. It was supposed to be easy. Much easier than seeing his wife murdered
by an Emporium hit team, leaving behind two motherless children. Chris soon finds himself using every ounce of
his Renegade training in a desperate struggle to secure dangerous Emporium captives and to save the life of a
friend. His "easy" job has become a nightmare, one he may not survive. But a woman he cares about needs him,
and he won't allow anything to stand in his way. Please note: The events in Mortal Brother take place in the
Unbounded timeline simultaneously with The Cure (Unbounded Book 2) and extends several days past that novel.
It should be read after The Cure. Set Ablaze In and out. Do the job. Renegade Blaze Vincent has survived years
with this motto. Barely. Plucked from death's door and revived repeatedly with curequick, he's developed an
addiction that threatens to destroy everything he's worked for. Now the Emporium is buying fields around a tiny
Portuguese town, and mortals-Blaze's countrymen-are dying. Blaze and his partner, Kenna Murray, are
determined to unravel their enemies' intentions before the entire town is lost. But things tend to explode when
Blaze is around. Literally. And to save his people, he must be willing to take yet one more step over the edge.
Please note: This novella gives a glimpse into Renegade Ritter Langton's whereabouts when he disappears for two
months between The Change (Unbounded Book 1) and The Cure (Unbounded Book 2). However, this story isn't
about him, but about someone very close to him. If you've enjoyed the Unbounded series, you will love this extra
peek into Ritter's family. Set Ablaze can be enjoyed at any time after reading the first two books. Praise for the
UNBOUNDED series: "Enough paranoid twists and turns to keep the reader turning pages . . . the author has
clearly thought through the nuances of the story's theme and engineered a few surprising plot twists that elevate it
. . . above the level of the average thriller." -Publishers Weekly "Excellent and well written!" "I recommend
reading the entire series" "High action and adventure"

Unbounded Series Books 1-3 Jul 09 2020 Everything You’ve Ever Known About the World Has Changed . . .
Contains books 1, 2, & 3 of the Unbounded Series. The Change (Unbounded Book 1) There are only two ways to
kill Unbounded, and fire isn't one of them—as law school dropout Erin Radkey learns the hard way. By fluke of a
recessive gene, she has become Unbounded, a nearly immortal being with paranormal abilities. Erin's Change
separates her from her loved ones and alters everything she believes to be true. A week earlier she was
considering a marriage proposal; now she contemplates the best way to stay alive. Caught in a battle between two
Unbounded groups, the Emporium and the Renegades, she is also hunted by a secret mortal society sworn to
eradicate the Unbounded gene. As Erin plunges into this dangerous new life, she must carve out her own place in
the madness, protect her mortal family, and decide which group she should join. Her unique ability is vital to both
groups and some will stop at nothing to use Erin as one more pawn in a battle that has spanned centuries. Erin's
undeniable attraction to Ritter Langton, whose family was massacred by opposing Unbounded two hundred and
forty years ago, complicates her choices. There are no second chances. Death, life, or love—Unbounded always
play for keeps. Non-stop action, terrifying consequences, and powerful romance make The Change an exciting
addition to the world of romantic urban fantasy. The Cure (Unbounded Book 2) Erin Radkey's life has altered
completely since her Change made her one of the Unbounded. But some things never change. Greed. Over the
centuries the long-lived Unbounded have divided into two groups, one who will do anything to achieve its goal of
controlling the world and the other who protects humanity. Power. Now Erin and her friends are close to
discovering a cure that will save many dying mortals, but their enemies will stop at nothing to destroy it—until they
realize the research might be exactly the weapon they've been searching for. Love. Erin's new abilities are tested
as she and her friends fight in a battle that soon becomes all too personal, and where lines of loyalty are blurred by
relationships of the past. Everything is at risk, including the lives of her friends—and the love of Ritter Langton, the
Renegade Unbounded who both infuriates and excites her. From the busy streets of Portland to the jungles of
Mexico, The Cure is a page-turning urban fantasy that will keep you riveted until the end. Protectors (Unbounded
Book 3) Contains 3 Unbounded Novellas Ava’s Revenge Ava O’Hare just wanted to love her child and live in
peace, but a normal life was never her destiny. One stark day in 1745, everything she loved was taken from her,
ripped away by the very man who should have protected her. Somehow, miraculously, Ava survived. Now it was
time for revenge. Long before Ava O’Hare became the successful leader of a modern-day Renegade cell, she had
other battles to fight. If you’ve enjoyed the Unbounded series, you will love this extra peek into the events that
shaped Ava’s life and made her a Guardian of Humanity. Please note: Most of Ava’s Revenge takes place
hundreds of years in the past. However, the last scene is present day and fits into the Unbounded timeline just
after the end of The Change (Unbounded Book 1). You can read and enjoy any time after that first book. Mortal
Brother Pilot Chris Radkey’s only job in the Mexican jungle is to look after the plane while his Unbounded
siblings retrieve a desperately needed cure. It was supposed to be easy. Much easier than seeing his wife murdered
by an Emporium hit team, leaving behind two motherless children. Chris soon finds himself using every ounce of
his Renegade training in a desperate struggle to secure dangerous Emporium captives and to save the life of a
friend. His “easy” job has become a nightmare, one he may not survive. But a woman he cares about needs him,
and he won’t allow anything to stand in his way. Please note: The events in Mortal Brother take place in the
Unbounded timeline simultaneously with The Cure (Unbounded Book 2) and extends several days past that novel.
It should be read after The Cure. Set Ablaze In and out. Do the job. Renegade Blaze Vincent has survived years
with this motto. Barely. Plucked from death’s door and revived repeatedly with curequick, he’s developed an
addiction that threatens to destroy everything he’s worked for. Now the Emporium is buying fields around a tiny
Portuguese town, and mortals—Blaze’s countrymen—are dying. Blaze and his partner, Kenna Murray, are
determined to unravel their enemies’ intentions before the entire town is lost. But things tend to explode when
Blaze is around. Literally. And to save his people, he must be willing to take yet one more step over the edge.
Please note: This novella gives a glimpse into Renegade Ritter Langton’s whereabouts when he disappears for
two months between The Change (Unbounded Book 1) and The Cure (Unbounded Book 2). However, this story
isn’t about him, but about someone very close to him. If you’ve enjoyed the Unbounded series, you will love this
extra peek into Ritter’s family. Set Ablaze can be enjoyed at any time after reading the first two books.
Lethal Engagement (an Unbounded Novella) Jan 27 2022 Guard, Protect, and Above All, Stay Alive Two months
after the announcement that rocked the entire world, Mari Jorgenson is going undercover to protect the man who

has become the face of the Unbounded. What's not to like? Expensive clothes, a great disguise, a chance to play
with knives-and all with a Renegade partner she might just be falling for. Mari can't think of a better assignment
for practicing her shifting ability. But when everything goes horribly wrong on the first day, it will take everything
she has-and more-if she and her friends are to keep humanity's best hope for peace alive long enough to unite the
world. Along the way, Mari glimpses within herself a darkness that threatens to turn her into the very evil she is
fighting. Join Mari, Keene, Jace, Cort, and other Renegades from the main Unbounded series as Mari shifts
through an adventure that will ultimately set the stage for the greatest and final battle with the Emporium. Please
note that "Lethal Engagement" is a novella, but it is longer than the other two "Unbounded" novellas, the same
size as many short novels. While it is separate from the main "Unbounded" series, the events take place in the
"Unbounded" timeline after "The Reckoning (Unbounded Book 4)." As some of the events in book 4 are
referenced, readers will better appreciate "Lethal Engagement" after reading "The Reckoning."
Mortal Brother Mar 17 2021 Love and Duty—Both Can Get You Killed Pilot Chris Radkey’s only job in the
Mexican jungle is to look after the plane while his Unbounded siblings retrieve a desperately needed cure. It was
supposed to be easy. Much easier than seeing his wife murdered by an Emporium hit team, leaving behind two
motherless children. Chris soon finds himself using every ounce of his Renegade training in a desperate struggle
to secure dangerous Emporium captives and to save the life of a friend. His “easy” job has become a nightmare,
one he may not survive. But the woman he cares about needs him, and he won’t allow anything to stand in his
way. Show more Show less Please note: Mortal Brother is a novella, not a full-length novel. It is separate from the
main series and can be enjoyed at any time. However, the events take place in the Unbounded timeline
simultaneously with The Cure (Unbounded Book 2) and extend several days past that novel, so readers may better
appreciate Mortal Brother after reading The Cure. Praise for the UNBOUNDED series: “Excellent and well
written!” “I recommend reading the entire series” “Thoroughly enjoyable” “High action and adventure” “Teyla
Branton belongs right alongside Patricia Briggs, Kim Harrison, Jennifer Estep, and Kelly Armstrong.” Unbounded
Series 1. The Change 2. The Cure 3. Protectors (which contains Ava's Revenge, Mortal Brother, and Set Ablaze)
4. The Escape 5. The Reckoning 6. Lethal Engagement 7. The Takeover 8. The Avowed More coming soon!
The Change Nov 05 2022 No Second Chances. Death, Life, or Love—Unbounded Always Play for Keeps. There
are only two ways to kill Unbounded, and fire isn’t one of them—as law school dropout Erin Radkey learns the
hard way. By fluke of a recessive gene, she has become Unbounded, a nearly immortal being with paranormal
abilities. Erin’s Change separates her from her loved ones and alters everything she believes to be true. A week
earlier she was considering a marriage proposal; now she contemplates the best way to stay alive. Caught in a
battle between two Unbounded groups, the Emporium and the Renegades, she is also hunted by a secret mortal
society sworn to eradicate the Unbounded gene. As Erin plunges into this dangerous new life, she must carve out
her own place in the madness, protect her mortal family, and decide which group she should join. Her unique
ability is vital to both groups in the race to secure an identification software that spells death for all Unbounded—or
enslavement for the entire mortal world. Some will stop at nothing to use Erin as one more pawn in a battle that
has spanned centuries. Erin’s undeniable attraction to Ritter Langton, whose family was massacred by opposing
Unbounded two hundred and forty years ago, complicates her choices. There are no second chances. Death, life,
or love—Unbounded always play for keeps. Non-stop action, terrifying consequences, and powerful romance make
The Change an exciting addition to the world of romantic urban fantasy. Praise for the UNBOUNDED series:
"Enough paranoid twists and turns to keep the reader turning pages . . . the author has clearly thought through the
nuances of the story's theme and engineered a few surprising plot twists that elevate it . . . above the level of the
average thriller." -Publishers Weekly “Excellent and well written!” “I recommend reading the entire series”
“Thoroughly enjoyable” “High action and adventure” “Teyla Branton belongs right alongside Patricia Briggs, Kim
Harrison, Jennifer Estep, and Kelly Armstrong.” Unbounded Series 1. The Change 2. The Cure 3. Protectors
(which contains Ava's Revenge, Mortal Brother, and Set Ablaze) 4 The Escape 5. The Reckoning 6. Lethal
Engagement 7. The Takeover More coming in 2022!
A Bid for Love Apr 05 2020 Cassi is the head buyer for a prestigious art gallery in California. Jared is a buyer for
an exclusive New York gallery. Sparks fly as the two come head to head in a bidding war for a hideous but very
expensive Indian Buddha. Cassi and Jared are both determined to win the statue, but others also want the
Buddha—at any cost. Thugs, art forgers, the FBI, or Jared’s beautiful and alluring boss . . . who will end up with

the statue? During a string of hair-raising exploits, Cassi and Jared are forced to develop a tentative friendship that
deepens into romance. Will they survive long enough to see it through? Best-selling author Rachel Ann Nunes has
crafted a wonderfully intriguing and romantic drama in this fast-moving novel, bringing two idealistic people
together from opposite edges of the continent and allowing them, in their own way, to find an unexpected
connection to their Christian faith and each other. In the end, their very lives depend on the trust they’ve
developed. If you love romance and excitement, you’ll be captivated by A Bid for Love.
Ava's Revenge Feb 13 2021 To Seek Revenge, You Must First Manage to Survive Ava O'Hare just wanted to
love her child and live in peace, but a normal life was never her destiny. One stark day in 1745, everything she
loved was taken from her, ripped away by the very man who should have protected her. Somehow, miraculously,
Ava survived. Now it was time for revenge. Long before Ava O'Hare became the successful leader of a modernday Renegade cell, she had other battles to fight. If you've enjoyed the Unbounded series, you will love this extra
peek into the events that shaped Ava's life and made her a Guardian of Humanity. Please note: Ava's Revenge is
not as long as the books from Erin's viewpoint. This historical tie-in can be enjoyed at any time. However, the last
scene is present day and fits into the Unbounded timeline just after the end of The Change (Unbounded Book 1),
so readers may better appreciate Ava's Revenge after reading the first book. Unbounded Series Novels: The
Change (Book 1) The Cure (Book 2) The Escape (Book 3) The Reckoning (Book 4) Novellas: Ava's Revenge
Mortal Brother - Coming end of January 2015!
The Reckoning Mar 29 2022 Only One Can Survive The Reckoning Erin Radkey has always known the day
would come when she would have to personally confront the Triad leader of the power-hungry Emporium. But
she never thought it would be with a snake in her head that feeds on her energy. Or that she'd be in the company
of an uncertain ally who might turn on her at any moment. The stakes are high as new intel uncovers a startling
Emporium plot that will catapult the entire world into war. Erin is determined to save not only the mortals but also
her friends-even if it means sacrificing herself and her newfound love for Ritter Langton. Ritter is just as
determined to save Erin and prevent what would usher in the most bloody century the world has ever known, but
even he might not recognize the person she becomes. Every day the enemy grows stronger. There will be no
second chance.
The Reckoning Oct 31 2019 Only One Can Survive The Reckoning Erin Radkey has always known the day
would come when she would have to personally confront the Triad leader of the power-hungry Emporium. But
she never thought it would be with a snake in her head that feeds on her energy. Or that she’d be in the company
of an uncertain ally who might turn on her at any moment. The stakes are high as new intel uncovers a startling
Emporium plot that will catapult the entire world into war. Erin is determined to save not only the mortals but also
her friends—even if it means sacrificing herself and her newfound love for Ritter Langton. Ritter is just as
determined to save Erin and prevent what would usher in the most bloody century the world has ever known, but
even he might not recognize the person she becomes. Every moment the enemy grows stronger. There will be no
second chance. Praise for the UNBOUNDED series: "Enough paranoid twists and turns to keep the reader
turning pages . . . the author has clearly thought through the nuances of the story's theme and engineered a few
surprising plot twists that elevate it . . . above the level of the average thriller." -Publishers Weekly “Excellent and
well written!” “I recommend reading the entire series” “Thoroughly enjoyable” “High action and adventure” “Teyla
Branton belongs right alongside Patricia Briggs, Kim Harrison, Jennifer Estep, and Kelly Armstrong.” Unbounded
Series 1. The Change 2. The Cure 3. Protectors (which contains Ava's Revenge, Mortal Brother, and Set Ablaze)
4. The Escape 5. The Reckoning 6. Lethal Engagement 7. The Takeover 8. The Avowed More coming in 2022!
Touch of Rain Nov 12 2020
Set Ablaze Apr 17 2021 This time the job is personal . . . In and out. Do the job. Renegade Blaze Vincent has
survived years with this motto. Barely. Plucked from death’s door and revived repeatedly with curequick, he’s
developed an addiction that threatens to destroy everything he’s worked for. Now the Emporium is buying fields
around a tiny Portuguese town, and mortals—Blaze’s countrymen—are dying. Blaze and his partner, Kenna Murray,
are determined to unravel their enemies’ intentions before the entire town is lost. But things tend to explode when
Blaze is around. Literally. And to save his people, he must be willing to take yet one more step over the edge.
The Takeover Sep 30 2019 Takeover—One Last Chance for Humanity Since the announcement of Unbounded
existence, the mortal world has quickly polarized. One faction wants all Unbounded—Renegade and

Emporium—dead. Others worship them as gods who have come to save the world and bring it immortality. The
tension between these groups is ready to explode. Meanwhile, the Emporium has a new player, one who has
upped the stakes in the battle for humanity. Many innocent mortals are sacrificed as the Emporium Triad grabs for
control. As Erin Radkey, Ritter Langton, and their Renegade allies struggle to stay one step ahead of the enemy,
their increasing abilities are tested to the limit—as is their trust in each other. They have only one chance to change
the game, to save humanity. A desperate plan that requires an ultimate price no one can bear to pay. But
everything is not always what it seems, especially in the world of the Unbounded. “The Takeover amazingly pulls
in threads from all the previous novels for a richly satisfying series conclusion. From Jace’s parentage and Stella’s
baby, to Keene’s ability and Cort’s past, it all comes together. The Unbounded series is one that will always stand
out in my mind.” Jody Babcock Praise for the UNBOUNDED series: "Enough paranoid twists and turns to keep
the reader turning pages . . . the author has clearly thought through the nuances of the story's theme and
engineered a few surprising plot twists that elevate it . . . above the level of the average thriller." -Publishers
Weekly “Excellent and well written!” “I recommend reading the entire series” “Thoroughly enjoyable” “High
action and adventure” “Teyla Branton belongs right alongside Patricia Briggs, Kim Harrison, Jennifer Estep, and
Kelly Armstrong.” Unbounded Series 1. The Change 2. The Cure 3. Protectors (which contains Ava's Revenge,
Mortal Brother, and Set Ablaze) 4. The Escape 5. The Reckoning 6. Lethal Engagement 7. The Takeover 8. The
Avowed More coming in 2022!
Company of Liars Sep 10 2020 The year is 1348 and the first plague victim has reached English shores. Panic
erupts around the country and a small band of travellers comes together to outrun the deadly disease, unaware that
something far more deadly is -in fact - travelling with them. The ill-assorted company - a scarred trader in holy
relics, a conjurer, two musicians, a healer and a deformed storyteller - are all concealing secrets and lies. And at
their heart is the strange, cold child - Narigorm - who reads the runes. But as law and order breaks down across
the country and the battle for survival becomes ever more fierce, Narigorm mercilessly compels each of her fellow
travellers to reveal the truth ... and each in turn is driven to a cruel and unnatural death.
Daughter of a King Feb 02 2020 In this allegorical tale, Katie's parents, who are poor farmers, tell her that she is
really a princess and must learn to be kind and moral so that one day she will return to her father, the king, in his
Crystal Palace.
The Takeover Aug 22 2021 Takeover-One Last Chance for Humanity Since the announcement of Unbounded
existence, the mortal world has quickly polarized. One faction wants all Unbounded-Renegade and Emporiumdead. Others worship them as gods who have come to save the world and bring it immortality. The tension
between these groups is ready to explode. Meanwhile, the Emporium has a new player, one who has upped the
stakes in the battle for humanity. Many innocent mortals are sacrificed as the Emporium Triad grabs for control.
As Erin Radkey, Ritter Langton, and their Renegade allies struggle to stay one step ahead of the enemy, their
increasing abilities are tested to the limit-as is their trust in each other. They have only one chance to change the
game, to save humanity. A desperate plan that requires an ultimate price no one can bear to pay. But everything is
not always what it seems, especially in the world of the Unbounded. "The Takeover amazingly pulls in threads
from all the previous novels for a richly satisfying series conclusion. From Jace's parentage and Stella's baby, to
Keene's ability and Cort's past, it all comes together. The Unbounded series is one that will always stand out in my
mind." Jody Babcock Note from the author: Thank you so much for going on this journey with me. The Takeover
is the final installment in the Unbounded series from Erin's point-of-view. There are four more shorter spin-off
stories that are strongly connected to the series from the viewpoint of the other main characters that tell what they
were doing at various points in the Unbounded timeline. I also have other series in the works, and I hope to see
you again in their pages. Enjoy! Teyla Branton
Tell Me No Lies Jun 19 2021 Tessa Needs a Husband—and Fast! With her trust fund in jeopardy, Tessa Crawford
enters into a relationship with a mysterious neighbor that soon turns into something more dangerous than either of
them could have imagined. Two days before her wedding, Tessa Crawford’s world crumbles, leaving her hurt and
betrayed. Worse, if Tessa doesn’t marry and receive her trust fund, her sister Lily will lose her house and the
homeless girls she helps will have nowhere to go. But Tessa can’t marry just anyone, can she? Gage Braxton, the
guy from next door, is willing to help her out, but rumors hint that he's an ex-con. Tessa quickly finds herself
attracted to a man who has no intention of ever falling in love or of passing on his terrible legacy. When Tessa

stumbles across evidence that may be proof of Gage’s innocence, suspects begin to line up. Someone is willing to
kill again to see that the truth remains buried, and if Tessa doesn’t hurry and solve the old murder, she will lose
not only her chance at love but may become the murderer’s next victim. Rachel Branton has created an exciting,
romantic story with a new take on a theme that never gets old. Note: All the stories in the Lily's House series are
complete stories without cliffhangers. Reading all of them will catch you up with characters in previous novels,
but you do not have to read them in order. Enjoy!
First Touch Oct 12 2020 Autumn Rain didn’t always possess the ability to read emotions imprinted on objects. If
you’ve enjoyed the Imprints series or are just beginning the adventure, you don’t want to miss this new prequel
about her first case as a consultant to the Portland Police Bureau. See how Autumn came into her ability, and how
Detective Shannon Martin reacts when he realizes this crazy so-called psychic might just be telling the truth. Can
they put aside their differences and find a missing girl before it’s too late? How many rules will they have to
break?
The Avowed Apr 29 2022 A Ruthless New Faction Threatens the Hard-won Peace In a chaotic world newly
adjusting to the announcement of Unbounded existence, Erin Radkey and her Renegade crew jump into action
when a family descendant goes missing. They must rule out not only their enemies but also their disgruntled new
allies to find those responsible for this and other disappearances. Meanwhile, unusual shipments of goods brings
to light a dangerous alliance between the former Emporium Triad and a powerful, ruthless new faction tied into
ancient legend. Erin thought sharing her secret with her new husband would be comparably easy, but it changes
everything about her place on the team. When she must choose between protecting those she loves, which life
means more? Join Erin, Ritter, and the other Renegades as they race their way through this action-packed, longawaited new installment of the bestselling Unbounded series. Urban fantasy with terrifying consequences,
powerful romance, and characters who, despite their abilities, are uniquely human. Praise for the UNBOUNDED
series: “Excellent and well written!” “I recommend reading the entire series” “Thoroughly enjoyable” “High action
and adventure” “Teyla Branton belongs right alongside Patricia Briggs, Kim Harrison, Jennifer Estep, and Kelly
Armstrong.” Unbounded Series 1. The Change 2. The Cure 3. Protectors (which contains Ava's Revenge, Mortal
Brother, and Set Ablaze) 4. The Escape 5. The Reckoning 6. Lethal Engagement 7. The Takeover 8. The Avowed
More coming soon!
Times Nine (A Short Story) May 07 2020 Nonomine might give Maddy everything she wants, but at what price?
Maddy knows she can’t give her scientist husband the one thing he really wants—an heir with his genes and genius.
Or can she? Nonomine offers them the chance they’ve both been waiting for, even if it means living at nine times
the normal human rate. But when things start to go wrong, the price they must pay is more than either of them
ever dreamed. Please note: This is a complete science fictional short story with an "aha" ending. There is no
sequel to buy to get the rest of the story. It's not a romance or a saga, but a short story that we hope will get you
wondering what YOU would do in Maddy's place. The scenario she faces might not be too far away in our own
future. We have included a sample chapter of one of the author's full-length books for your added enjoyment.
Travels Jan 15 2021 Lyssa Sloan is a sixer, one of the lucky few who escaped Colony 6 before the extermination
began. Lyssa has long been forced to hide the truth of her daughter's birth and her own unusual ability, even from
the man she loves, or risk exile to a colony. Now with tightening control throughout the CORE, and a new Elite
plot to enslave more of the population, she and her reunited sixer crew are all that stand in the way.The crew
braves radiation-crazed beasts to seek help outside the CORE Territories. But will the leaders of Newcali become
their allies or lead to their downfall? Whatever the answer, the betrayals they must make mean there is no going
back. It's now or never.
The Cure Feb 25 2022 Erin Radkey remembers all too well what life was like as a mortal--and it's not something
she wants to repeat, though there were a lot fewer people trying to kill her before her Change made her one of the
Unbounded. Over the centuries the long-lived Unbounded have divided into two groups, the Emporium who
craves money and power and will do anything to achieve its ends, including experimenting on its own people, and
the Renegades who protect unsuspecting humanity. Now the Renegades are close to discovering a cure that will
save many lives, and the mortal husband of Erin's closest friend is first in line. But cures cut into Emporium
profits, and their agents will stop at nothing to destroy the research and assassinate anyone who gets in their way.
Erin's new abilities are tested as she and fellow Renegades fight against the Emporium in a struggle that soon

becomes all too personal and where lines of loyalty are blurred by relationships of the past. Everything is at risk,
including the lives of her friends--and the love of Ritter Langton, the Renegade Unbounded who both infuriates
and excites her. From the busy streets of Portland to the jungles of Mexico, The Cure is a page-turning urban
fantasy that will keep you guessing until the end.
On the Hunt Sep 22 2021
Unbounded Series Books 1-7 Oct 04 2022 Everything You’ve Ever Known About the World Has Changed
Contains the entire Unbounded series—5 full length novels plus 4 novellas—in the best order to read them. (Please
read the note at the end of this description.) The Change (Unbounded Book 1) There are only two ways to kill
Unbounded, and fire isn't one of them—as law school dropout Erin Radkey learns the hard way. By fluke of a
recessive gene, she has become Unbounded, a nearly immortal being with paranormal abilities. Erin's Change
separates her from her loved ones and alters everything she believes to be true. A week earlier she was
considering a marriage proposal; now she contemplates the best way to stay alive. Caught in a battle between two
Unbounded groups, the Emporium and the Renegades, she is also hunted by a secret mortal society sworn to
eradicate the Unbounded gene. As Erin plunges into this dangerous new life, she must carve out her own place in
the madness, protect her mortal family, and decide which group she should join. Her unique ability is vital to both
groups and some will stop at nothing to use Erin as one more pawn in a battle that has spanned centuries. Erin's
undeniable attraction to Ritter Langton, whose family was massacred by opposing Unbounded two hundred and
forty years ago, complicates her choices. There are no second chances. Death, life, or love—Unbounded always
play for keeps. Non-stop action, terrifying consequences, and powerful romance make the Unbounded series an
exciting addition to the world of romantic urban fantasy. Note: With the exception of Ava’s Revenge, all the
books are in chronological order. Set Ablaze is the only novella that does not follow the same characters and
exists to explain where Ritter Langton was during his missing two months between The Change and The Cure.
Happy reading and enjoy!
Reason to Breathe Jul 21 2021 Keisha doesn't have time for a man she thinks abandoned her, but this time
Xander is staying to fight.Keisha Jefferson's dreams of marrying the man she loved and becoming an attorney like
the father she lost were cut short one stormy night when her choices slipped from her grasp. Four years later, she's
ready to take on the world again, though her dreams have changed, especially those involving love. When another
storm brings Xander Greenwood back into her life, he's every bit as attractive as before-and as devastating to her
heart. While her life was spinning out of control, he's made good, a poor boy from a small town now turned
doctor. But this time, Keisha won't fall into his trap. She wants nothing to do with the man who didn't love her
enough to fight for her. Xander has sacrificed much to achieve his goals, but he'd give it all up for one more
chance with Keisha. If only he can get past her secrets to understand why she left him. Yet the truth he discovers
threatens to unwind all the progress he's made with her. Can he find his way back, or will he lose her again-this
time forever? Welcome to the small town of Forgotten, where people are more concerned about who you are now
than what you might have left behind. Each of the novels in this series are stand-alone books, and you can read
them in any order. However, characters are like one big extended family and often appear in many of the books,
so by reading all of them, you can catch up with what your favorite characters are doing now. What people are say
about the series: "Kiss at Midnight is evocative, revealing, and hard to put down. Its realistic dilemmas and
character growth powers a story that is compelling and involving." -D. Donovan, Senior Reviewer, Midwest Book
Review "This clean romance has just the right amount of mystery to keep you turning the pages. The ending is
completely satisfying with exactly the right blend of sweet and passion to thrill lovers of wholesome romance."
A Quest of Heroes (Book #1 in the Sorcerer's Ring) Jan 03 2020 “A breathtaking new epic fantasy series. Morgan
Rice does it again! This magical saga reminds me of the best of J.K. Rowling, George R.R. Martin, Rick Riordan,
Christopher Paolini and J.R.R. Tolkien. I couldn’t put it down!” --Allegra Skye, Bestselling author of SAVED
From #1 Bestselling author Morgan Rice comes the debut of a dazzling new fantasy series. A QUEST OF
HEROES (BOOK #1 IN THE SORCERER’S RING) revolves around the epic coming of age story of one special
boy, a 14 year old from a small village on the outskirts of the Kingdom of the Ring. The youngest of four, the
least favorite of his father, hated by his brothers, Thorgrin senses he is different from the others. He dreams of
becoming a great warrior, of joining the King’s men and protecting the Ring from the hordes of creatures on the
other side of the Canyon. When he comes of age and is forbidden by his father to try out for the King’s Legion, he

refuses to take no for an answer: he journeys out on his own, determined to force his way into King’s Court and
be taken seriously. But King’s Court is rife with its own family dramas, power struggles, ambitions, jealousy,
violence and betrayal. King MacGil must choose an heir from amongst his children, and the ancient Dynasty
Sword, the source of all their power, still sits untouched, waiting for the chosen one to arrive. Thorgrin arrives as
an outsider and battles to be accepted, and to join the King’s Legion. Thorgrin comes to learn he has mysterious
powers he does not understand, that he has a special gift, and a special destiny. Against all odds he falls in love
with the king’s daughter, and as their forbidden relationship blossoms, he discovers he has powerful rivals. As he
struggles to make sense of his powers, the king’s sorcerer takes him under his wing and tells him of a mother he
never knew, in a land far away, beyond the Canyon, beyond even the land of the Dragons. Before Thorgrin can
venture out and become the warrior he yearns to be, he must complete his training. But this may be cut short, as
he finds himself propelled into the center of royal plots and counterplots, ones that may threaten his love and bring
him down—and the entire kingdom with him. With its sophisticated world-building and characterization, A
QUEST OF HEROES is an epic tale of friends and lovers, of rivals and suitors, of knights and dragons, of
intrigues and political machinations, of coming of age, of broken hearts, of deception, ambition and betrayal. It is
a tale of honor and courage, of fate and destiny, of sorcery. It is a fantasy that brings us into a world we will never
forget, and which will appeal to all ages and genders. It is 82,000 words. Book #2 in the series, A MARCH OF
KINGS, is now available, too. “Grabbed my attention from the beginning and did not let go....This story is an
amazing adventure that is fast paced and action packed from the very beginning. There is not a dull moment to be
found.” --Paranormal Romance Guild {regarding Turned} “Jam packed with action, romance, adventure, and
suspense. Get your hands on this one and fall in love all over again.” --vampirebooksite.com (regarding Turned)
“A great plot, and this especially was the kind of book you will have trouble putting down at night. The ending
was a cliffhanger that was so spectacular that you will immediately want to buy the next book, just to see what
happens.” --The Dallas Examiner {regarding Loved}
THE LAST CHANGE Aug 10 2020 Once again Sir Mark Watson, businessman and womanizer, is the primary
character of this latest novel and the fourth in the series featuring him and his complex business and private life as
he embarks on yet another major change of career direction, replacing the responsibilities of being chairman of
several businesses, with the challenge of buying a number of companies that he will personally own. Wheeling
and dealing to make the acquisitions in spite of many pitfalls and challenges, he gradually begins to acquire a
diverse range of companies while, at the same time, managing his convoluted love life, with affairs aplenty, as
well as dealing with a personal health issue. But following his divorce and now having passed sixty, he is
becoming disenchanted with his convoluted single lifestyle and yearns for the comfort and satisfaction of married
life again.
The Cure Mar 05 2020 Even When You CHANGE, Some Things Remain the Same . . . Erin Radkey's life has
altered completely since her Change made her one of the Unbounded. Yet she has learned the hard way that some
things never change. Greed. Over the centuries the long-lived Unbounded have divided into two groups, the
Emporium who craves money and power and will do anything to achieve its ends, including experimenting on its
own people, and the Renegades who protect humanity. Power. Now the Renegades are close to discovering a cure
that will save many dying mortals, and the husband of Erin’s closest friend is first in line to receive the formula.
But Emporium agents will stop at nothing to destroy the cure—until they realize the research might be exactly the
weapon they've been searching for. Love. Erin’s new abilities are tested as she and fellow Renegades fight the
Emporium in a struggle that soon becomes all too personal, and where lines of loyalty are blurred by relationships
of the past. Everything is at risk, including the lives of her friends—and the love of Ritter Langton, the Renegade
Unbounded who both infuriates and excites her. From the busy streets of Portland to the jungles of Mexico, The
Cure is a page-turning urban fantasy that will keep you riveted until the end. Praise for the UNBOUNDED series:
"Enough paranoid twists and turns to keep the reader turning pages . . . the author has clearly thought through the
nuances of the story's theme and engineered a few surprising plot twists that elevate it . . . above the level of the
average thriller." -Publishers Weekly “Excellent and well written!” “I recommend reading the entire series”
“Thoroughly enjoyable” “High action and adventure” “Teyla Branton belongs right alongside Patricia Briggs, Kim
Harrison, Jennifer Estep, and Kelly Armstrong.” Unbounded Series 1. The Change 2. The Cure 3. Protectors
(which contains Ava's Revenge, Mortal Brother, and Set Ablaze) 4. The Escape 5. The Reckoning 6. Lethal

Engagement 7. The Takeover 8. The Avowed More coming in 2022!
The Unsworn Dec 26 2021 An Underwater City Becomes a Battleground for the Future of the World After the
escape of the most dangerous man in the world, Erin and her crew must race to gain control of a fabled city before
he uses its technology to control the entire world. Urban fantasy with terrifying consequences, powerful romance,
and non-stop action. While the world watches, the city of the Avowed is rising from the depths of the ocean where
it has existed for thousands of years. Like a miracle, it surfaces, an entire city filled with four million long-lived
people who have amazing abilities. Yet under the guise of friendliness, Erin's biological father, a temporary
unwilling guest of the Avowed, has gone missing. Erin is determined to find him, but devastating news of a
breach at the Renegade prison compound in Mexico must take priority. Erin and her team race around the world to
recapture their prisoner and to stop three separate plots targeting control of the Avowed city and its advanced
technology. Failure means certain war. Above all, she must safeguard the secret of the Avowed seer, or innocent
blood will be on her hands. She’s almost sure that means she’ll have to kill him. Permanently. Meanwhile, Erin is
undergoing a personal metamorphosis, and her Unbounded genes exult in her newfound abilities. She isn't quite
sure if she can believe in herself or tolerate the risk to the baby that means everything to the man she loves. But
Erin refuses to back down as she protects both her friends, family, and the mortals she has sworn to protect. Get
ready for a fast-paced read and plenty of action in this new installment of the bestselling Unbounded series. Urban
fantasy with terrifying consequences, powerful romance, and characters who, despite their great abilities, are
uniquely human. Praise for the UNBOUNDED series: “Excellent and well written!” “I recommend reading the
entire series” “Thoroughly enjoyable” “High action and adventure” “Teyla Branton belongs right alongside Patricia
Briggs, Kim Harrison, Jennifer Estep, and Kelly Armstrong.” Unbounded Series 1. The Change 2. The Cure 3.
Protectors (which contains Ava's Revenge, Mortal Brother, and Set Ablaze) 4. The Escape 5. The Reckoning 6.
Lethal Engagement 7. The Takeover 8. The Avowed
Reign of Blood (The Vampires of Vegas Book 1) May 19 2021 "Never tease anything that wants to eat you. My
name is April Tate and my blood is the new gold. Vampires and hybrids have overrun my world, once vibrant
with life, but now a graveyard of death shrouded in shadows. I fight to survive; I fight for my mother and brother.
The journey is full of turns that I am quite unprepared for. And I'm just hoping to make it to the next Vegas
sunrise..." In a post-apocalyptic world, a viral epidemic has wiped out most of the earth’s population, leaving
behind few humans but untold numbers of mutated vampires. April is a seventeen-year-old girl who lives in the
remains of Las Vegas one year after the outbreak. She has become a ferocious vampire killer and after her family
is abducted, she goes searching for them. What she finds is a new breed of vampire, unlike any she has seen
before. Unsure of whom she can trust, she discovers that her view of the world is not as black and white as she
once thought, and she's willing to bend the rules to rescue her family. But in trying to save them, she may only
succeed in bringing her fragile world crashing down around her. Books available in this series: Resonant Reign of
Blood Disarming Amplified Elijah: The Miel Chronicles Fluxion - Coming Soon!
Hearts Never Lie Aug 29 2019 Caring for the animals at Safe Haven Exotic Wildlife Sanctuary has filled the
holes in Zoey Morgan’s life and soothed the memories that haunt her. It helps that she works with Stephen Carey,
whose uncle owns the sanctuary, and Declan Walker, who is as wild and untouchable as the animals they help.
When a storm hits, flattening buildings and flooding roads, the sanctuary goes into lockdown. Zoey learns that her
younger sister is lost in the storm, and she will risk anything to find her. So will the man who loves her—if she’d let
him. Can he slip past the walls Zoey has built to hide her secrets? All Ruth wanted was to open a little cafe and do
what she does best, but the price tag is years out of reach. Then a not-so-chance meeting with a gorgeous
photographer and help from her hodgepodge family might just put the goal in reach. Except now both her future
and her heart are at risk—will the cost be too high? You first met Zoey and Ruth as runaway teens in House
Without Lies. Now they are all grown up and finding love in this two-story romance.
The Escape Dec 02 2019 They Have Become the Guardians of Humanity Renegade Unbounded are the last line
of defense between the ruthless Emporium and unsuspecting humanity, but how long can they continue the
struggle alone? Three weeks of waiting to free their allies from an Emporium compound in New York City have
Erin Radkey and her Renegade friends on edge. Frustrations run even higher when they uncover a new Emporium
plot involving the nation's highest leaders, a plan full of more deceit than Erin imagined possible. With each
passing day, the pendulum swings closer to world-wide Emporium rule and mortal servitude. Making sense of her

personal life is every bit as challenging as being a guardian of humanity. Erin fears that her increasing abilities
will alienate everyone around her, including those who love her most. Her relationship with Ritter Langton has
been on hold these past anxious weeks, and though their connection runs undeniably deep, the constant presence
of the mortal Keene McIntyre adds to the tension between them. Choices loom before Erin that affect not only her
personal life but how she does her job. With political intrigue and non-stop action, the Escape adds satisfying
dimension to the Unbounded world, whose characters and storyline have captured the imaginations of thousands
of readers. Praise for the UNBOUNDED series: "Enough paranoid twists and turns to keep the reader turning
pages . . . the author has clearly thought through the nuances of the story's theme and engineered a few surprising
plot twists that elevate it . . . above the level of the average thriller." -Publishers Weekly “Excellent and well
written!” “I recommend reading the entire series” “Thoroughly enjoyable” “High action and adventure” “Teyla
Branton belongs right alongside Patricia Briggs, Kim Harrison, Jennifer Estep, and Kelly Armstrong.” Unbounded
Series 1. The Change 2. The Cure 3. Protectors (which contains Ava's Revenge, Mortal Brother, and Set Ablaze)
4. The Escape 5. The Reckoning 6. Lethal Engagement 7. The Takeover 8. The Avowed More coming in 2022!
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